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Library of Congress
Prints & Photographs Division
www.loc.gov
Library Catalogs
Other Online Catalogs (far right):
Prints & Photographs….
Search the Catalog (blue button)
Enter a keyword(s) in the search box in the gray bar
at the top. Search.
Click the red Preview Images button.
►As you move the cursor over the image, if you get
a “hand,” you will be able to open and use the image.
If you do not get a “hand,” the image is not available
to use due to copyright restriction.
Not all images displayed in this catalog are in the
public domain. The Library offers broad public
access to these materials as a contribution to
education and scholarship. It is the researcher's
obligation to determine and satisfy copyright or other use restrictions when publishing or
otherwise distributing materials found in the Library's collections. In some collections, only
thumbnail images display to those searching outside the Library of Congress because of
potential rights considerations.
►►Be sure to view the Bibliographic Information by following the link at the top of the
page. Any known information about the item is given there. TIP: Print this bibliographic
information page with thumbnail for your files so that you will remember details the next time
you use this image. You can also paste this information into the NOTES section of a
PowerPoint slide to help you later.
►►►Cite your sources!
Sample search:
Type Tybee Island in the search box. Search.
Preview images
Select an image
Click Bibliographic Information for information about that image.

